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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERStTATIS CAROIINAE 
LARGE TREES IN RANDOM GRAPHS 
Ludék KUČERA and Vojtech RODL 
Abstract: The aim of this note is to estimate the size of 
the largest tree which occurs as an induced subgraph in a random 
graph &(n,p). We give sorae upper bounds and lower bounds for all 
values of p (pic/rv, o l ) and in particular we give a positive 
answer to a question of P. Erdbs and Z. Palka showing that if 
p^c/n for some fixed O l then the size of the largest tree is 
at least qn where q is a positive constant depending on c only. 
Key wordsr Random graphs, induced tree. 
Classification: 05C80 
Introduction. Consider the probability space Q-(n,p) con­
sisting of all graphs on n labelled vertices, where each Qtige Is 
chosen with probability p, independently of all others. In this 
note we investigate how large trees occur as induced subgraphs 
in almost all G e(^.(n,p). In the paragraph 1 we investigate the 
size of maximal trees (i.e. such trees that are not contained in 
any larger induced tree). We show that maximal trees have to be 
either quite small or very large, i.e. there is an interval in 
which the size of the maximal tree will almost never occur. In 
the paragraph 3 we first prove (for p=o(l) the existence of some 
large induced trees in ^(n,p) (Lemma 3.2) and this together with 
the result of the paragraph 2 implies the main result of the para­
graph 3 - Theorem 3.3 giving the lower bound for the cardinality 
of the tree that almost surely occurs as an induced subgraph of 
<£(n,p). 
In the paragraph 3 we use the Chernoff inequality (tl3» see 
also 133) which we state here: 
Let m be a positive integer and l > q > 0 , 1 > <f> 0 two reals. Let 
k*qm(l~«f) then 
* - 7 -
Easy calculat ions give that i f <f< 1/2 then we have also 
(0 ) .3E. ( ^ ) q % - q ) m " " ^ e x p i-mq$2( & + < f ) l g e x p {-rnwcT3* . 
1 . Upper bound 
Theorem 1 . 1 . Let t> 0 be a f i x e d rea l number. I f n,k are 
natu ra l numbers and p is a rea l number such that l / n < p < l and 
U ) k ^ ( l o 8 ( n e p ) ) + a t e ) T _10f l g n 7 + 3 
log j ^ 
then <^(n,p) contains almost surely no induced tree on k vertices. 
Proof: Let A be a fixed k-element subset of the vertex set 
U. Denote by A the event that the subgraph of <^.(n,p) induced on 
A is a tree. Then clearly 
- k-2 k 1 (o>-<k-D 
Prob(A)=kk 2p k ni-p) 
and thus (k)-(k-l) 
Prob(A holds for some AcV, | A|=k) t£ (JJ)kk""2pk"1(l-p) 2 < 
(k-3)k 
^ A(£)kkpk(l-p) z '4 n[nep(l-p)(k""3)/2Jk • 
If k satisfies (1) then 
k-3^ log(nep) A (1+ t>) log n 
-?-* lol£. + — T - l o a f n e p 7 
and thus 
(l-p)<k-3>/2>* exp [-lo0(nBp) - 1? ^ - j - log ^ J . 
Hence 
n[nep(l-p)<k-3>'2)J ** n exp(- if* k ̂ S e p T log -ji-) * 
&n exp(-(l+e)log n>*n*»6'. Q.E.D. 
Elementary calculation immediately gives: 
Corollary 1.2. Let </V 0, then £(n,p) contains almost su-
rely no induced subtree with more than 2(*^)fP8(nep) v e rti C e s # 
Note that the bound of Theorem 1.1 is not satisfactory if p 
is small, the most interesting such case is if pfc/n and o l is 
a small constant. The slight modification of the above proof 
- 8 -
however gives the following 
Theorem 1.3. Let c, oe be real numbers such that 0<cc«l< c 
and 
(2) c exp(-coç,/2) ^y > 
If n is a natural number and p=c/n then G-(n,p) contains almost 
surely no induced tree with kSocn vertices. 
Proof: Set -y for the LHS of (2). Then, similarly as above 
the required probability is bounded by 
k-1 
( o ) 1 «k„n-k ,, u -k(k-3)/2 ̂  /RN. k - 2 „ k - l / - „sv 2 ' - 1 n n i ^ k , - _x 
(. )k p (1 -p ) * —5 r -—IT k p (1 -p ) 
k k2p kK(n-k)n k 
- 3 / 9 
x 1 re exp(-otc/2)(l-p) *"*y*n w — /-. nN-3/2x<xn n 
* _ ^ r ^ ^ ( i . ^ j *( r(l-p) ) — o , 
if <?<. 1. Q.E.O. 
Note that 
rx\ c exp(-occ/2) ̂  2 coc ov_r c«tfw 2 , _ _ _ 
The RHS of (3) is a decreasing function of oc and tends to 2/e 
with oo—*1. This means that if <x_ is the (only) root of the 
equation eoo(l-oc)^*•"*'"'*' =2 then there is no induced tree of k*n 
vertices if ^ ( n , — ) , for any cc > <* and c>l. 
2. Lower bound 
Theorem 2.1. Let c >1 and d* > 0 be fixed real numbers. If 
n is a natural number and fju, e,p are real numbers such that 
p&c/n, 0<e<(U,-i and log np > ̂ clog log(nep) then the size k of 
an arbitrary maximal induced subtree of Q-(n,p) satisfies almost 
surely one of the following conditions: 
either 
L, ^ (2+<Q log n _• ,, 
K < & log pn Ko 
or 
(4) H i n ( k 1 , k 2 ) i k ^













 k„= (*»---ţ)-QQ "P n (6) 2 l* »м log np (it* log np 
Proof: Let A be a set of k vertices of Q-(n,p) and let 
v^A.^ The probability that v is joined to exactly one vertex of 
k-1 










Hence, the probability that A spans a maximal Induced subtree is 
exactly
 k 
p A = k
k - 2 p k - 1 ( i - P ) ( 2 ) " ( k " 1 ) ( i - k P ( i - p )
, t - 1 ) n - k . 
The probability P
k
 that there exists a k-element set A that spans 
a maximal induced tree
A
 is therefore bounded from above by 
p k * * p A = ( i ; ) ' <
k - 2 P k - 1 ( i - p ) ( 2 ) " ( k " 1 ) ( i - k P ( i - p )
k - i ) T ' - k s s 
4 I (££)kkkpk exp(-(n-k)pk(l-p)k) £ 
(7) i n I(nep) exp(-(n-k)p(l-p)k)JK . 
I f k g l o 8 " P - I ^ l 0 8 loa(nep) t n ; n ( 1 . p ) k 4 e x p ( . l o g ( n p ) + > 
l 0 » F p 
+ f^log log(nep))and hence 
exp(-(rt-k)p(l-p)k)#Sexp(-(n-k)p(np)"'1(log(nep))<<<') £ 
4 exp ( - ( l«*k/n)( l+^log n p ) ) . 
If now 
L , nd*-—!- fe )log np 
|% m* i-iiii.niliiyii i l l ii I W I in i '"in ii — ' I iw 
m i + ^ Jpg np 
then the RHS of (7) can be further bounded from above by 
nfrtp exp(-(l+ cOlog np)]k4 n(np)~sk . 
" ^ V & V th.n •»„«..-<-+*>. 
As 3£Pkiit^-o(l) the theorem is proved. Q.E.O. 
How we give two consequences of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2,2. Let f*f(x) be a function that tertds to the 
infinity as x ~~* «© . Given constants fc ,«f>0, a natural number 
- 10 -
n and a real number p such that pl»f(n)/n, then the size k of 
any maximal induced subtree of $>(n,p) satisfies almost surely 
one of these conditions: 
either k« " ^ " g " «. log np 
or it."10- "P-<-*fe)-<»fl lpQ "P . 
I 
Proof: Since np tends to the infinity, 
k - f n - i d a g np)/np ~->0, but k2/n tends to (tf4.-l-e )/<tf->0. 
It follows that k,<k2 for large n. 
Theorem 2.3. Given constants <u,>l, ,r>0, a natural number 
n and a real number p2n r" then the size of any maximal induced 
subtree of ^.(n,p) is almost surely at least 
log np- <u log log np 
l 09TTp 
Proof: kQ is less than (2+cO/fc.r and since 
(log np)/log log(nep) tends to the infinity, we can ohoose & so 
that k Q< 1. 
3* Large trees. Let k , k,, k2 be the numbers from Theorem 
2.1. Results of the previous paragraph show that the existence 
of an induced subtree of the size k implies almost surely the 
existence of an induced tree of the size Min(k»,k2), (Note that 
the interval between k and Min(k,,k2) is non-empty for all choi-
ces of p.) 
Theorem 2.3 shows that the proof of the existence of a tree 
of the size greater than k is trivial, provided p is not too 
small. Now we are going to prove that if pn>l and, say, 
— 1/9 
p=0(n ' ) then the random graph Q}-(n,p) contains almost surely 
an induced subtree of the size cfp~ ' for some cT> 0. 
Suppose that the vertices of C^,(n,p) are v .. sy Define 
sets U p V p ... .UfciVk of vertices and sets T,,...fT. of pairs of 




i = V l
 и v. + o 
^-fv \otherwise
%




 = t h e s e t o f a 1 1 v e r t i c e s v






cent to some ueU
j i
, 






, u * .j,Vi U j a n d 
u is adjacent to no v eUi, q < s . 
k is defined by the condition 
Jt-i . . „1 /A *f 
. X j U . l . p " 1 ! * * . ^ |ü3| 
Note that each set U. is contained in some component of the 
graph. 
In order to show the existence of large trees it is suffici-
ent to prove the next two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Let c > 1 be a constant. If n p > c then the set 
"~~~~~------------ c i -1/4 Uk contains almost surely at least -j-j-y p v e r t i c e s . 
Proof: To construct the sets U i and V.,, it is sufficient 
to check which elements of T. are edges of the graph <!^.(n,p). 
Let e > 0 be a constant and suppose that the size of Uk is less 
than § ^ p' 1 / 4. Denote T=TQ u .. . u T k l$ U\f\ and u--^^ \U%\ . 
i t 1. u-ii^l* P-1/4 -15^ P"1/4 - sir P-1/4 
t£(u-|Uk|((n-u)£ (u-|Uk|)(n-2p"
1/4)^(u-|Uk|)(l- e)n 
for sufficiently large n. 
The probability that less than (1- fc)pt elements of T are 
edges is at most exp(- e pt). 
The number of edges of T is equal to the size of the set 
V,u ...w V. and therefore u is almost surely at least (1- fc)pt. 
If 
u S(l- e)pt s(l- e)p(u-1uk|)(l- e)n 
then 
|U | 2 U ( 1 - - ! )Sp-
1/* £jl 
k (l-e.)V» C+1 
1 2 
if e is chosen so that (1- «,) pn 2Ul+c)/2. 
-1/2 Lemma 3.2. Let c > l be a constant. If c^p-cn then the 
random graph Q . ( n , p ) contains almost surely an induced tree of 
- 12 -
the size at least |^J. p~ 1 / 4 
Proof. Let i be the largest number such that V,*0. It fol-
lows from Lemma 3.1 that the set U--U. u ... uii. together with the 
edges of (^(n,p), which are elements of T.u ...uT^.i is almost 
surely a tree of the size at least §-rr P . Without loss of ge-
nerality, we can suppose that ]U|.£p ' , otherwise we would use 
a sufficiently small set of the form U, u ... u U k - 1 u U, where 
Ucu k, instead of U. 
If no pair |x,y} such that x,y*U, «tx,y}$.T is an edge of 
<^(n,p) then the set U is an induced subtree of 9-^n»P^- Tne Pro~ 
bability of this event is at least 
(lUl) 2 ' 
l-(l-p) 2 > l-exp(-p -U}1 )—» 1 because p|U| 2fp p~1/2= 
- p ^ - r . O . , 
The problem of existence of large trees in £(n,p) -s°r P **~ 
xed was solved by P. Erdbs and Z. Palka 13J who proved that al-
most every graph G G(^.(n,p) contains a tree of size 
(2-5*,) l09 "• , where e > 0 is arbitrarily small positive real. 
l o-T-p 
In C 33 they also raised the question what is the largest 
tree in ^.(n,p) if p^c/n. The following theorem gives a linear 
(in n) lower bound. 
Theorem 3.3. Let o l and <f ;> 0 be fixed real numbers. If 
n is a natural number and (*,, &,p are real numbers such that 
c/n-#p, 0 < 6-<^t-l and Log np>^a,log log(nep) then the size k 
of the largest induced subtree satisfies almost surely the inequ-
ality Min( k l >K 2)* k<-(-Off("»g» + (1+ «,) }°,9 " ^ + 3 
l09 \Jp 
where k, and k« are defined by (5) and (6) of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof: The theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and 
Lemma 3.2, as one can easily verify that 
(eloVnS B n < cTT p"1/4 for mY n sufficiently large. 
Corollary 3.5. Suppose that p*o(n) and pn—i-oo as n—> oo 
then the size of the largest induced subtree of (Ĵ (n,p) satis-
fies almost surely the inequality 
- 13 -
i2jL££ ( M D K f c é . Í2aJl£ u*oU» • 
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